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Test and experimentation are integral to the capability development process. This is the second of a

two-part discussion on experimentation. This article considers the similarities and differences

between experimentation and testing. While the two endeavors address different questions and

exhibit some differences in the planning and execution process, overall similarities outweigh

differences especially in event resources suggesting potential gains from sharing resources.
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T
est and experimentation are two pri-
mary information venues in the De-
partment of Defense (DoD) research
and development. Testing is associated
with system acquisition. Developmen-

tal and operational testing assess system progress
toward acquisition milestones. Warfighting experi-
ments1 on the other hand, are associated with concept
development. This is the second of two articles on
experimentation. The previous article (Kass 2008)
illustrated the uses, components, and validity require-
ments for warfighting experiments. Building on that
description, this article discusses the similarities and
differences between a test and an experiment.

This experiment versus test presentation2 is intended
to start the discussion. As experimentation and testing
continue to evolve, the characteristics contrasted here
will certainly change. The main thesis of this compar-
ison is that while notable differences are evident, overall
similarities are more significant than differences. Given
the similarities, this article suggests that the resources
employed in both endeavors can be shared to the mutual
benefit of both. In the process of comparing and
contrasting experimentation and testing, associated
aspects of training are discussed. This will further
illustrate the interconnectedness of DoD activities.

Terminology confusion between tests
and experiments

Our language promotes confusion between tests and
experiments.

We conduct experiments to test hypotheses.
We employ an experiment design to test systems.
Experimental systems undergo testing.

This confusion is exacerbated by common practices.
Some test-like activities are renamed as ‘‘assessments’’
or ‘‘demonstrations’’ in order to reserve ‘‘testing’’ to
specific agencies with identified acquisition require-
ments or to avoid consequences of negative results.
Likewise, the ‘‘experiment’’ title can be attached to a
number of activities that others would call ‘‘wargame’’
or ‘‘demonstration.’’

Terminology confusion suggests a close connection
between test and experiment. The following defini-
tions are provided:

Test: to assess the presence, quality, or genuineness
of anything (Random House 1982);

Experiment: to explore the effects of manipulating a
variable (Kass 2008).

Tests are one way to assess the quality of something.
Other means include reliance on logical and mathe-
matical relationships, authority, historical precedent,
and natural observations. Assessments derived from
testing imply empirical measurements under specified
conditions. An example will illustrate the different but
complimentary focus of experiment and test.

A math test is given to confirm whether students have
attained certain levels of math proficiency using familiar
letter-grade scale of A through F. A math experiment
has a different purpose. Math experiments are designed
to explore something new, for example, to determine the
best way to teach math. The primary purpose of a math
experiment is not to assess participants’ level of math
ability; but rather to examine the effect of various
teaching methods on participants’ math ability. During
the experiment, each participant’s math ability will be
assessed by a math test to determine higher math ability
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from lower. The purpose of this test is not to pass or fail
the participants; but to quantify the effect of the
experiment treatment. The experiment hypothesis might
be: If teaching methods (a) are used, then math scores
and (b) will increase. The way to determine whether
math scores increased is to give the students a math test
before and after the treatment.

The example signifies that testing is a method for
assessing trial outcome. An experiment can be viewed
as a sequence of tests. Each experiment trial is a test of
one experimental treatment condition. An experiment
is a systematic sequence of individual tests to examine a
causal relationship, while a test is conducted to
quantify an attribute.

Misperceptions of test and
experiment distinctions

Given the interconnectivity of experiment and test,
it is inevitable that misperceptions arise. One often
hears experimenters caution their visitors: ‘‘Remember,
this is an experiment, not a test.’’ Why this admoni-
tion? Acquisition systems that do poorly in tests are in
jeopardy of being cancelled. Tests include the idea of
pass or fail. Experiments do not. Failure to produce a
hypothesized experimental effect is more forgiving:
‘‘Let’s try this and see what happens.’’

Experimenters sometimes push the forgiving nature
of experiments too far in the phrase—‘‘Tests can fail,
experiments never fail.’’ If this statement is interpreted
to indicate that experiments rarely impact system
acquisition decisions, the statement is understandable.
If however, the statement is interpreted to mean,
‘‘there are no useless experiments’’ the statement is
wrong. As discussed in the previous article, experi-
ments can fail to provide sufficient information to
resolve the experiment hypothesis.

Another misperception is that ‘‘Experimenting is
messy, but testing is precise.’’ This perception may
reflect difficulties in representing the complexity of
warfighting in experiments. It is difficult to conduct
precise experiments in the operational environment.
However, it is equally difficult to conduct precise
operational tests in a realistic representative environment
for the same reasons. This then cannot be the basis for
distinguishing warfighting experiments from operation-
al tests. Both depend on the expertise and experience of
the experimenter and tester to balance the requirement
for realistic operations against the needs to detect a
change and to understand why the change occurred.

A third misperception is that ‘‘testing requires
detailed data, while experiments use only high-level
data.’’ This distinction would not apply to warfighting
experiments conducted in constructive or human-in-
the-loop simulations because simulation outputs in

these experiments are very precise and the experiment-
er is often inundated with detailed second-by-second
interaction data on every entity in the simulation.

This ‘‘data’’ distinction is derived from the circum-
stances in which tests and experiments are conducted
in the field environment. Test agencies have accumu-
lated sophisticated data-collection instrumentation for
use in field tests. When the acquisition community
needs to make a decision on a multibillion dollar
program, it can justify the development of sophisticat-
ed instrumentation to provide maximum information
to the acquisition decision. Conversely, experiments
designed to examine the potential of a new technology
do not have the same incentive today to invest large
resources in a detailed answer.3

Conceptual difference between tests
and experiments

The difference between an experiment and test
cannot be based on precision or level of data alone. So
is there a difference? One way to formulate an answer
is to compare how various disciplines approach a new
capability exemplified in the experiment hypothesis
paradigm:

If capability A (new sensor), then effect B (increased
detections).

Table 1 depicts how the elements of this hypothesis
are viewed from the perspective of a demonstration,
training, experiment, and test.

A demonstration is an event orchestrated to show
how a process or product works. Demonstrations
exhibit how a capability can produce an effect. In the
military arena, demonstrations are commonly used as
the initial step in training. An instructor demonstrates
the correct procedures to follow with A to produce B.
In the commercial world, product demonstrations are
useful to convince others to buy the product or to
illustrate the correct way to use it. While tests and
experiments examine the effectiveness of capabilities,
demonstrations assume the product works.

Training can be characterized as practice with A in
order to accomplish B. This is easy to see when B is
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Table 1. Four different perspectives of hypothesis elements*

Hypothesis: If capability A (new sensor), then effect B (increased
detections).

Demonstration Show how A works to produce B

Training Practice using A to produce B

Experiment Determine better way to produce B

Test Determine if A works to produce B

* Adapted from Figure 42 in Kass, R. A. 2006. The Logic of

Warfighting Experiments. Published in 2006 by the Command and

Control Research Program (CCRP) of the ASD/NII. Used with the

permission of the CCRP.
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defined as a task with conditions and standards (more
on this later). If the general task is to detect targets, the
task conditions would specify the environment in
which detections need to occur. The task standard
would indicate the percent of the targets to be detected
to meet the training objective.

Most experiments begin with a ‘‘capability gap.’’ In
our example, detections need to be increased as
indicated on the right-hand side of the hypothesis.
An experiment then is a trial-and-error process in
search of a good solution for the left side of the
hypothesis paradigm to fill the capability gap. Typical
experiment questions are expressed in broad terms such
as—‘‘Does this approach produce a favorable out-
come?’’ and ‘‘Can this problem be solved with X?’’

In contrast, tests can be viewed as examining the
goodness of a particular solution with respect to
producing its intended effect. Tests are not searches
for solutions, but rather a search for the strength of a
solution’s relationship to its effect. Typical questions
for testing are expressed as, ‘‘How well does this item
work?’’ and similarly, ‘‘How well does this item meet its
requirements.’’

Thus far we have discussed some useful, and some
not so useful, ways to think about the differences
between experiments and tests. The remainder of this
article will address the practical similarities and
differences when it comes to planning, executing, and
resourcing each event.4

Planning process
Planning coordination

Planning processes for experiments and tests employ
different terminology but are quite similar functionally.
Large tests are collaboratively designed and resourced
using test and evaluation working-level integrated
product teams (T&E WIPTs). This group meets
periodically and is chaired by the capability Program
Manager or operational test agency (OTA) depending
on whether it is planning a developmental or
operational test. Subgroups devoted to M&S, scenario,
instrumentation, training, and so forth meet more
frequently and less formally. A series of test readiness
reviews (TRRs) brings together senior stakeholders to
assess progress in the development of the system-
under-test (SUT), test planning, and test-resource
commitments.

Similar planning processes occur for major experi-
ments. A concept development conference is followed
by three planning conferences—initial planning con-
ference (IPC), mid planning conference (MPC), and
final planning conference (FPC). These serve the same
purpose that T&E WIPTs and TRRs serve in testing.
Again, smaller experiment planning IPTs can be

formed to focus on M&S, scenario, analysis and data
collection, training, and initiative development. An
‘‘initiative development’’ IPT is the experiment corol-
lary to the capability Program Manager. Often
capability initiatives for experimentation begin as
‘‘good-ideas’’ that need to be fleshed out so a concrete
instantiation can be brought to the experiment.
Capability instantiation can include adjustments to
simulation, creation of new procedures, early proto-
types when available, or implementation of low-fidelity
surrogates when prototypes are not available.

Event rigor
The previous article identified four validity require-

ments for rigorous experiments:
1. Ability to employ the new capability;
2. Ability to detect a change;
3. Ability to isolate the reason for change;
4. Ability to relate results to real operations.
These experimentation requirements are applicable

to testing. If the test unit is not able to employ the new
system, or if the tester cannot detect a change in
performance when the new system is employed, or
cannot isolate the reason for any observed performance,
or cannot relate the test environment and test results to
actual operations; then the test has validity deficiencies.
Experimenters and testers consult the same ‘‘design of
experiment’’ textbooks to design their events.

While tests and experiments have similar validity
requirements, they have different review processes.
Test agencies and ranges conducting developmental
testing have detailed test protocols and test plans that
have increased in rigor through refinement over many
years. Deviations from these protocols often require
prior approval from both the tester and program
manager. Operational testing includes an external
review. Operational test plans of major acquisition
systems are formally reviewed by the Director,
Operational Test and Evaluation (DOT&E) and
operational testing cannot begin until DOT&E
approves the test plan.

Experiment agencies typically do not have the
historical heritage found in the major test ranges and
do not have detailed experiment protocols. Experiment
plans are often reviewed internally and these reviews
tend to focus on scenario realism, adequacy of the
experiment initiative instantiation, and availability of
experiment resources.

Results utilization
Testing has a major advantage over experimenting in

results utilization. The results of developmental test
(DT) or operational test (OT) support decisions about
capability development programs. Test results assist
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program managers in assessing whether system per-
formance is on schedule and where to focus system
corrections.

In contrast, it not so easy for experimentation
programs to show examples where their experiment
results have changed the military environment. One
reason for this is that most experiments are conducted
on future prototypes or concepts outside the pro-
grammed acquisition realm. Any good ideas from
experiments are initially unfunded and will struggle to
find a ‘‘funded home.’’

Interestingly, the impact of many experiment
programs may be more indirect than direct. One of
the most visible legacies of the Millennium Challenge
Field Experiment conducted in 2002 (MC02) was the
follow-on creation of the Joint National Training
Capability (JNTC) in Joint Forces Command
(JFCOM). JNTC was built on the distributed live,
virtual, and constructive (LVC) simulation architecture
designed for experiment execution. While not the
focus of the experiment, most experiment agencies can
point to technologies developed to support their
experiments that have found use (reuse!) in the
operational forces as enhancements to the training
environment or operations themselves.

Execution process
Type event

Experiments have an advantage over tests in
flexibility—design space—to explore new ideas. Ac-
quisition tests are restricted to testing something
concrete—in hand, a component or prototype—even
if it is only software algorithms. Experiments, in
contrast, have few reality constraints. Experiments can
be conducted on future weapons that exist only as
concepts. These experiments can be executed entirely
in simulation as constructive experiments or as analytic
wargames. The focus of these experiments is not ‘‘does
it work;’’ but on the potential impact of these ideas on
future warfighting operations.

Unit tasks and measures
Tests and experiments are both concerned with

realistic scenarios based on defense planning scenarios

(DPS). Both look to the Joint and Service description
of strategic, operational, and tactical tasks with their
associated conditions and standards to provide the
basis for unit activity during the event trial. Joint tasks
and standards are identified in the Universal Joint Task
List (CJCSM 2002)5 (UJTL). Test and experiment use
of the standardized tasks, conditions, and standards
originally developed by the training community has
been a positive development. The training, testing, and
experimentation community can now speak a common
language.

The UJTL conditions can provide the basis for the
test or experiment trial conditions and UJTL standards
can provide a starting point for developing the
measures of effectiveness (MOE) and measures of
performance (MOP) for tests and experiments. A
closer look at the terminology for standards and
measures will show that differences in terminology
might blur similarities across the three communities.
The UJTL task ‘‘Provide firepower in support of
operations’’ includes the standard provided in the first
row in Table 2.

The UJTL notes that training standards have two
parts: a measure and criterion. While numerous
quantifiable measures are provided in the UJTL, the
criterion component is not included. The UJTL
document asserts that the criterion, the specific time
(in this example) in which the task is to be completed,
is to be provided by the commander of the unit
undergoing training. The commander might select
6 minutes as the task criterion and the unit would
continue to re-execute the task until they accomplish it
within the allotted time. It is a common misperception
that the UJTL includes training standards—it only
includes the measure portion of the standard. Training
measures without criteria are still quite useful to testers
and experimenters.

Starting points for measuring success in the test
community are requirements identified in the initial
capability document (ICD) and deployment capability
document (DCD). While translating acquisition
requirements directly into test criteria can be challeng-
ing,6 some are relatively straightforward. Requirements
for mean-time-between-failures, message completion
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Table 2. Three different portrayals of measures and goals*

Measure Goal

Training standard Minutes to complete attack after target identification Criterion (provided by

commander)

Test criterion Time to complete task after target identification (MOE/MOP) Threshold (X minutes)

Experiment measure Time to complete task after target identification (MOE/MOP) (not usually available)

* Adapted from Figure 43 in Kass, R. A. 2006. The Logic of Warfighting Experiments. Published in 2006 by the Command and Control Research

Program (CCRP) of the ASD/NII. Used with the permission of the CCRP.
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rates, and detection ranges would be associated with
measures like time-between-system-failures, percent of
messages successfully completed, and range of detection with
associated ‘‘thresholds.’’ Notice the shift in terminology
between the test and training community. For trainers,
the ‘‘criterion’’ represents only the threshold compo-
nent of the training standard. For the testers,
‘‘criterion’’ includes the measure and the threshold.

Testers and experimenters use identical terms for
measures. The primary difference is that experimenters
avoid the term ‘‘criterion’’ because they rarely have
available thresholds to evaluate success. Consequently,
experiments rely on comparative analysis based on
alternate treatment conditions—different proposed
capabilities or a single capability under different
scenario conditions.

Table 2 above highlights the ease in bridging
terminology differences. Use of common measures
among trainer, tester, and experimenter would increase
mutual synergies among the three communities.
Operational forces continuously undergo training that
could yield realistic, operational thresholds of baseline-
force capability based on a heterogeneous mixture of
units under a wide variety of operational conditions.
This training data, if systematically collected and used
by experimenters, would greatly enhance the relevancy
of experimentation in answering ‘‘so what’’ questions.
Even if an experimental capability performs better
under some conditions than others, how much better it
is than what is available today?

The test community could also benefit when
quantifiable thresholds on current mission performance
are available from the training community. Test criteria
are based on system performance rather than unit
mission accomplishment. In operational testing, there
is increasing emphasis on assessing system capabilities
and limitations with respect to overall unit mission
accomplishment—especially on the Joint battlefield.7

While system performance thresholds are readily available
from requirement documents, there is yet no agree-
ment on how to arrive at a unit mission success threshold.
A systematic data collection effort of unit mission
successes during training exercises might provide the
operational baseline for testing system contribution to
mission success.

Event resources
If you fell into the middle of a warfighting field

experiment, operational test, or training exercise it
would be difficult to know which one you had fallen
into. In any one, you would observe military operators
performing tasks to accomplish a mission. In the
extreme case, one might detect operators employing
novel procedures or equipment. This could indicate an

experiment or test on advanced technology. With this
exception, almost nothing else during actual execution
from the player perspective would indicate experiment,
test, or training. It is only when the purpose of the
event is known as discussed above that subtle
differences between experiment, test, and training
may be evident.

Given this similarity in execution, it is not surprising
that the resources to execute an experiment, test, or
training exercise are quite similar with only a few
notable exceptions. Table 3 provides a comparison of
resource requirements.
System realism. Earlier it was noted that experimen-
tation is the most flexible enterprise. It can be executed
with live, virtual, or constructive systems as the primary
system of interest. Testing has the most stringent
system requirements. Developmental and operational
testing are conducted on live prototypes and prepro-
duction systems. While testing does employ some
constructive and virtual representations, these are used
to save resources in populating a realistic test
environment, not to represent the primary SUT. While
most operator training is conducted on operational
systems, use of air, ground, and sea virtual simulators is
continuing to expand to save training resources. Most
operational staff training is also accomplished in an
LVC environment.
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Table 3. Comparison of resource requirements*

Requirement Experiment Test Training

System Realism

Simulated (constructive) X x X

Simulator (virtual ) X x X

Prototype (live) X XX -

Operational system (live) X x X

Trained operators X X x

Instrumentation

System-level diagnostic

collection - XX -

System-range interactions

collection X X X

Feedback X X XX

Networks/communications X X X

Exercise Management

Controllers X X X

Observers X X XX

Trainers x x X

OPFOR unit/equipment X XX XX

Analysts XX XX -

* Adapted from Figure 44 in Kass, R. A. 2006. The Logic of

Warfighting Experiments. published in 2006 by the Command and

Control Research Program (CCRP) of the ASD/NII. Used with the

permission of the CCRP.

‘‘x,’’ ‘‘X’’, and ‘‘XX’’ indicate increasing emphasis.
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Instrumentation. Range instrumentation and commu-
nication networks for event control, execution, distri-
bution, data collection, and player feedback is becom-
ing more similar for test and training as a result of
several ongoing initiatives to further common support
architectures.8 The primary exception to eventual
complete commonality is that testing requires diag-
nostic performance data from the SUT, as discussed
earlier.
Exercise management. The lead-in to this section
suggested that event execution was quite similar among
the three communities; this is also true for event
management resources. All three communities require
similar event controllers, event observers or data
collectors, and analysts for interpreting results. Simi-
larly all three require a representative threat force.
Operational test approval often requires that threat
representativeness be certified by an external agency.
While the training community emphasizes training,
test and experiment communities employ trainers to
ensure operators can use the new capability. The table
highlights that experiments and tests place a higher
premium on statistical analysis of the event data.

Summary
Experimentation and testing are both important to

capability development. They provide empirical data
for different questions. However, they have more
similarities than differences. They have similar plan-
ning processes; similar validity requirements; use
similar language for tasks and measures; and for the
most part, employ the same resources to design,
execute, and report events.

There are some differences to keep in mind.
Experiments have greater flexibility to explore a wider
variety of warfighting questions and alternatives using
virtual and constructive simulations, since experiments
do not have to wait for actual prototypes. Conversely,
experimentation has far less formal methodological
oversight and it is not always easy to link experiment
outcomes to implemented operational changes. Tests,
on the other hand, have more explicit measures of
success (e.g., system procurement requirements) and
provide far greater system-diagnostics data collection
to know what to fix. Moreover, test results always
impact capability development.

Confluence of test and training architecture is
assisted by the fact that they have clearly delineated
sponsors in the DoD—Under Secretary of Defense
(Personnel and Readiness) manages training while the
Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition, Technology,
and Logistics) and Director, Operational Test and
Evaluation provide test management. There is no
corresponding high-level sponsor and policies for

experimentation. Consequently, experimentation poli-
cy is decentralized making it more difficult to build a
coalition with the test and training communities from
the top down. However, the sharing of expertise, data,
and resources can only benefit all three.

A realization from these comparisons is that
predominantly the same resources can be used for
experimentation and testing, as well as training. This
suggests that efficiencies can be gained if experimen-
tation, testing, and training continue to progress
towards shared resources. Increased emphasis is being
directed at finding interdependent investment strate-
gies for overlapping infrastructure to support testing
and training.9 A similar interdependency case can be,
and should be, made for testing and experimenting.%
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Endnotes
1Warfighting experiments are distinguished from experiments used in

medical research and early technology research.
2This article expands on ideas previously printed in Kass R.A., 2006.

The Logic of Warfighting Experiments, published by the Command and

Control Research Program (CCRP) of the ASD/NII, which has

graciously granted permission to include the material in this work.
3In the 1970s and 1980s the U.S. Army sustained a Combat

Development Experimentation Center (CDEC) with dedicated opera-

tional forces, advanced range instrumentation, and scientific methodology

for experiments. This center no longer exists. There are costly

experiments today. These costs are mostly associated with force

operations and M&S development and execution; not the cost of

collecting detailed system performance data.
4The following comparison of test and experimentation is more

applicable to developmental and operational testing following early

prototype development that are assessed against military tasks as opposed

to engineering thresholds.
5CJCSM 3500.04C, July 2002. The Services have augmented the Joint

list with their respective tactical tasks: Army Universal Tactical List

(AUTL), Universal Navy Task List (UNTL), and Air Force Task List

(AFTL).
6See Kass, R. A. ‘‘Writing measures of performance to get the right

data.’’ The ITEA Journal of Test and Evaluation, June/July 1995, vol. 16
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(2)) for a discussion of pitfalls when translating requirement statements

into performance measures for test plans.
7In 2007 DOTE chartered a JT&E to develop methodology to

conduct and assess system performance within a system-of-system

approach to accomplishing military missions in a Joint environment.

This JT&E is called Joint Test and Evaluation Methodology (JTEM).
8Some examples are the Central Test and Evaluation Investment

Program (CTEIP) Common Range Integrated Instrumentation System

(CRIIS), Army’s One-Tactical Engagement Simulation System (ONE-

TESS), the Joint Mission Environment Test Capability (JMETC), and

Test and Training ENablingArchitecture (TENA).
9Joint memorandum ‘‘ Test and Training Interdependency Initiative’’

September 7, 2006 signed by the Under Secretary of Defense

(Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics), the Under Secretary of Defense

(Personnel and Readiness) and the Director, Operational Test and

Evaluation provided a common vision for interdependent test and

training solutions to achieve a single, more realistic operational

environment. See the Test Resource Management Center FY2007

Annual Report (January 2008) for implications of this memorandum.
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